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“The Gumshoe Historian Strikes Again!”
Craig B. Waff’s “Eureka!” and a Personal View of a Gentle Man
Trudy E. Bell, M.A.
Part I. Craig: a Gentle Man
I don’t remember the first time Craig and I met. It was probably around 1977 in New York City,
as I never knew him before he had earned his Ph.D., and I do remember he was working at the American
Institute of Physics. Craig later told me that he first read a short bio of me published in Analog magazine
of science fact and fiction accompanying a 1977 article I had written on the asteroid belt, and thought
‘That’s the type of girl I’d like to marry – too bad she’s already married’ (to the chairman of the Hayden
Planetarium, Mark R. Chartrand III). Our paths crossed a few times at history of science meetings as I
was an editor for Scientific American, and in 1979 it actually looked as though we might be working
together as co-editors of a volume devoted to astronomy and space spun off from his employer Arete
Encyclopedia. Unfortunately, I had to withdraw from the project due to falling ill from mononucleosis (a
much more serious illness for a 29-year-old than for a teenager).
After my divorce from Mark in 1980, Craig and I kept in touch, even after he left for the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, Calif., as a NASA contract historian to research a book on
NASA’s Deep Space Network (which tracks all NASA interplanetary spacecraft), and also another one
three years later on the Galileo mission to Jupiter. By then I had already been founding senior editor for
Omni magazine and beginning in 1983 was senior editor for IEEE Spectrum magazine (monthly magazine
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers). We exchanged Christmas cards and letters, and
every time I headed to JPL on assignment for a Voyager spacecraft flyby of Jupiter, Saturn, or Neptune, I
looked him up and we always managed to go out for lunch or dinner. Whenever he returned to New
Jersey for vacation or holidays, he looked me up—and as often as not, our “date” consisted of spending
four hours deep in the stacks of the Cranbury Bookworm, spending more money on armfuls of secondhand books than on dinner. Although he was always very clear that he cared for me, it seemed that the
width of the country was between our careers on opposite coasts.
In 1988, I moved from NYC to Maplewood, NJ. By then 38, I felt the biological clock ticking, and I
wanted children, with or without a husband. In December 1991, I flew to El Salvador and returned with
my beautiful daughter Roxana as a single mom, sending out a 15-page single-spaced Christmas letter
called “The Story of Roxana” describing the whole two-year process of nest-building and adoption. Of
course, Craig received it, too. And this warming, loving man later recounted that the letter once again
made him realize that I was the type of woman he wanted to marry. He lost no time getting back in
touch. I invited him to write an article on the creation of the DSN for Spectrum, which gave us a chance
to work together as author and editor (his resulting article “The Road to the Deep Space Network” was
published in 1993). Christmas 1992 he returned to NJ to meet my parents and 2-year-old Roxana, and
revisit the Cranbury Bookworm and take me out for New Year’s Eve. In spring 1993 he courted me with
cards, letters, and calls (this was before e-mail). That March, I flew out to Pasadena where he proposed
with the words “Will you marry me, and let me be Roxana’s father?” The day we selected our
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engagement and wedding rings in Pasadena, we wandered through the beautiful Huntington Gardens,
where an anonymous passerby took our engagement photo [SLIDE – engagement photo]. In late
September he moved back to New Jersey and on October 2 he became Roxana’s dad.
Anyone who has known Craig knows he lived in a virtual warehouse. In his apartment,
cardboard boxes filled with books and research papers were stacked five high along every wall,
sometimes two deep. Literally tons of papers and books and hundreds of boxes—75 of them on his DSN
and Galileo spacecraft histories—followed him in multiple moves around the nation, the tonnage
growing every year. For that and other reasons—so easily forgotten after death—he was impossible to
live with. And maybe so was I. In any event, we could not live together under the same roof. And in
December 1997 we divorced, shortly after I had moved to Lakewood, OH, to become communications
specialist for the newly founded Operational Effectiveness Practice of the management consulting firm
McKinsey & Co. But a legal piece of paper did not rupture our fundamental kinship. He still loved me and
Roxana deeply. I terribly missed him, and so did little Roxana. After what amounted to a four-year “time
out,” in July 2001 we saw each other again at the Biennial Workshop in the History of Astronomy at
Notre Dame, Indiana, and used some of the time there to discuss how to reconstruct our relationship on
a different basis.
Within a year, we had established a new life together even though in different households in
different cities. He was senior historian for the Air Force Research Lab at Wright-Patterson AFB in
Dayton, Ohio, from which he could drive to Lakewood in three hours flat (by significantly exceeding the
speed limit on I-71—speeding while tailgating was a terrifying habit he picked up in LA). A devoted dad,
he drove north for every play in which Roxana performed or concert in which she sang, and we all spent
virtually every long weekend, holiday, and vacation together for the next eleven years, probably getting
together every three weeks with daily e-mail and phone contact between. He was great fun on a
vacation, totally game even for activities new to him, such as bicycle camping on Pelee Island or down
the C&O Canal towpath [SLIDE – Craig as family man]. He also was a mean Scrabble player. We both
carried portable Scrabble boards so no matter where we were of a weekend, we could challenge each
other to what we called “killer Scrabble,” delighting in being so evenly matched that the outcome was
often in total suspense to the last move, regularly each scoring from the high 200s to the low 400s. He
was a freewheeling and inspired brainstorming partner for novel research directions, even totally
outside his field, such as for the Great Easter 1913 Flood research I began in 2003. He was rigorous
editor and cold-eyed reader, and eventually we came to depend upon each other to make every
manuscript better.
He wasn’t supposed to die—certainly not at just 66.
I am so thankful that he and I were together his very last week of life two years ago this month.
We had flown together to California for the rare 2012 transit of Venus across the face of the sun on
Tuesday, June 6. We both spoke at a transit of Venus symposium held a couple days before at Mount
Wilson Observatory, and then observed the transit itself from inside the 150-foot solar telescope [SLIDE
– CBW ToV], a rare privilege. Then he wanted to do some research on Ormsby MacKnight Mitchel—
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founder of this lovely Cincinnati Observatory—at the Huntington Library in Pasadena for the next couple
of days.
That Thursday, June 8, I had an interview 30 miles away with the president of Harvey Mudd
College for a profile for an engineering magazine, so had to take the rental car. I dropped him off, and
we agreed he would call me about 3 PM to arrange how I should pick him up that afternoon. At 3 PM he
called me as prearranged, adding: “I found some good stuff today. I’ll tell you about it when I see you.”
Those were his very last words to me.
I was just saying goodbye at Harvey Mudd when four minutes later my phone rang again. It was
the Huntington Library calling: “Craig Waff has collapsed. We’ve called 911.” I raced back the 45-minute
drive to the Huntington Hospital, and saw him wheeled by on a gurney. He was in a coma. He never
recovered. On Tuesday, June 12, just a week after the transit of Venus, this creative, cheerful, gentle
man was gone.

Part II. Craig, the ‘Gumshoe Historian’
Craig absolutely loved being a historian. For him, a vacation was a busman’s holiday: it was not
only about seeing attractions or visiting friends and relatives, but also another great opportunity to visit
new archives to do new research. Many of our family vacations were spent in archives—at Harvard, at
Yale, at Ohio State University, on Nantucket, in Louisville. And, poor Roxana! Even on our C&O Canal
towpath bicycle trip rest day at Antietam battlefield, while she was out watching the Civil War reenactments, Craig and I—engineering junkies that we were—were listening to fascinating talks on how
changing the shape of the musket projectile from ball to bullet fundamentally altered strategy and
tactics of warfare.
Not only did he love historical research—he especially loved what he called “gumshoe” history,
in analogy to what a meticulous private eye must do in walking street by street with a magnifying glass
in search of evidence. What some other historians sometimes shudder at or even shun, he loved:
notably cranking microfilm readers hour after hour to go through endless 19thC newspapers. Whenever
he hit pay dirt, he would triumphantly exclaim: “The gumshoe historian strikes again!” And because he
had both endless patience plus an almost frighteningly bibliographical turn of mind and love of lists, he
discovered some monumental nuggets. Moreover, one major project directly led to another.
Perfectly illustrating his meticulous and productive research methods are his last four major
projects, three of which were entirely serendipitous (remember the definition of serendipity: you’re
digging for worms, but you strike gold). Although completely unrelated in topic, they were tightly
connected by his methodology.
In the early 2000s, he along with fellow historians of astronomy William Sheehan and Nick
Kollerstrom were seeking new primary sources to shed new light on the discovery of the planet Neptune
in 1846. Dissatisfied with the France-vs.-England conspiracy theory interpretation of history that had
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become fairly standard after Morton Grosser’s book on the discovery of Neptune, the three found many
letters—including one key draft letter by Adams [SLIDE – Adams letter] that Craig found in a British
archive (when he was in GB watching the 2004 transit of Venus)—that indicated the actual situation was
far more complex. In part, the three wanted to delve into the untapped correspondence in French
between Leverrier and other scientists. Plus Craig began searching American newspapers on microfilm
for evidence of how the discovery was handled in the U.S., especially by mathematician Sears Cook
Walker who first calculated the new planet’s orbit. (Their work on Neptune was eventually published as
“The Case of the Pilfered Planet” in the December 2004 issue of Scientific American.)
Craig and I were together in the Boston Public Library in summer 2003 cranking microfilm
readers—he looking for snippets about Neptune in newspapers from 1847, I researching 1913
newspapers about the 1913 storm system and flood in Massachusetts—when he suddenly called me
over: “Look at this.” Exultantly, he pointed to a letter to the editor signed by 19thC U.S. telescope maker
Alvan Clark who decades later went on to craft the biggest refracting telescopes in the world. I looked at
the letter and at the newspaper date and observed: “That’s awfully early…” Those three words were
enough to send Craig off on an amazing hunt. Within months, he had found six lengthy letters from
Clark—all of which were previously unknown—detailing his early trials and difficulties in building
telescopes and getting them recognized for their optical excellence by scholars of the day between 1847
and 1851. Craig’s work became the cornerstone article of the major double issue of the Journal of the
Antique Telescope Society on the 200th anniversary of Alvan Clark’s birth [HOLD UP ISSUE].
While in the course of doing both the Neptune and Clark research, Craig also ran across
announcements of upcoming public lectures or accounts of past lectures by Cincinnati Observatory
founder and director Ormsby MacKnight Mitchel. Now, for the last century and a half, it was well known
that Mitchel was essentially the Carl Sagan of the 19thC whose public lectures were so popular they
would literally attract attendance amounting to 10 percent of a city’s population. Even though Mitchel
had published several popular astronomy books based on his lectures, he clearly stated that the content
of the chapters were quite different from his lectures. Nor had any biographer ever documented how
many lectures Mitchel had given or all the cities in which he had lectured. Given that Mitchel’s lectures
were widely credited with having a huge role in inspiring the observatory-building movement in 19thC
America, Craig wondered two things: whether through 19thC newspapers he could nail down all the
lectures and cities, and whether through newspaper transcripts (or near-transcripts) it would be possible
now effectively to “hear” Mitchel’s voice today (despite lack of recording apparatus) to discover what
made him so spell-binding. This project he always conceived as a co-authorship with me—both because
although we had edited countless manuscripts for each other we had never written anything together
and he thought that would be fun, and also because my journalistic background gave me a sensitive ear
for shifts in voice. For this project, he won the 2008 Herbert C. Pollock Award of the Dudley Observatory
to research. Over the next four years, he identified some 135 lectures in dozens of cities and
photocopied scores of newspaper articles covering them [HOLD UP TABLE]. This project was the one
whose research he was just completing at the Huntington Library when he collapsed. It is also one I
intend to carry forward with our joint bylines per his intention.
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Last, while scrolling through microfilms of newspapers from 1842 to 1862 for the Mitchel
lectures, Craig also started running across accounts of early “base ball” games—first a few, then dozens,
scores, and soon hundreds of them, many of which were not among the under 300 pre-Civil War games
recorded by the well-known reference Peverelly’s National Game. When digitized newspapers became
available, he also dove into data mining by key word. By 2008, Craig had single-handedly found
definitive accounts of some 1,800 baseball games played before the Civil War—more than quintupling
evidence of the spread of the game [HOLD UP NYC GAMES TABULATION]. These games were all posted
on the website Protoball.org curated by baseball historian Lawrence E. McCray of MIT in December
2008.
Last Sunday (June 22) Larry McCray sent me a message in time for the symposium indicating
that the Protoball games tabulation is now renamed the Craig B. Waff Games Tabulation [SLIDE OF CBW
GT]. He wrote: “Protoball’s debt to Craig owes to [a] his teaching us what was possible in detailing 1850s
ball games, [b] in inspiring us to attempt the Pre-Pro data base for pre-1871 data on games and ball
clubs along similar lines, and [c] for countless illuminating conversations, several of them as a craftily
delightful house guest during his research trip to Worcester in 2007 or 2008.” Furthermore, in all the
papers and electronic files I was able to preserve from Craig’s Beavercreek (Dayton) apartment, I
discovered that Craig had further documented another 500 games not yet published or uploaded, for a
grand total of some 2,300—in such meticulous detail that he had also started to trace the positions and
careers of individual players by name [SLIDE OF INDIVIDUAL PLAYERS]. This fundamental work must be
preserved: the magnitude of his spadework has inspired other “diggers” to embark on similar work, and
will very likely compel completely new reexamination of the origins and spread of our national sport.
What a loss to history is his death. Not a day passes but what I still miss this incredible man—felt
any time something interesting or goofy crosses my desk that I still reflexively want to forward on to
him. I miss his gentle voice, his brilliant suggestions, his unfailing cheerfulness, his steadfast emotional
support like a rock. I feel incredibly blessed to have known him so closely.
Thus I would like to add my own heartfelt thanks to the Cincinnati Observatory for hosting this
symposium, to the Antique Telescope Society and the Vintage Base Ball Association for their imprimatur,
and to all of you for your contributions to this event and for being friends and colleagues of Craig.
Anything any of you would care to say during your own talks about your own personal or professional
association with him would be most welcome. My overall goal for this symposium and beyond is that
the work of this creative historian and gentle human being not perish with his body [SLIDE OF NOT THE
END].
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